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Panorama Rocks, Ilkley 
OS ref: SE 103 470 Alt 230m 
 

 
 

Some boulders brooding in woodland on the fringe of Ilkley Moor.  

The high Upper Rocks are the main attraction, but the “Under Crag” 

is also worth a look.  
 

Conditions and aspect: North facing in one of Ilkley’s classic 

bluebell woods.  This does mean that things might need a re-brush to 

get rid of woodland detritus. 
 

Parking and approach: If you don’t walk up from Ilkley, park on 

or near Hollin Hall Drive.  The easiest approach is to follow the path 

up beside the fence until the upper boulders are seen. If you get to 

Panorama Drive you’ve overshot. 5 minutes. 
 

Access: In a wood owned by Bradford Council.  Knock yourselves 

out – we’ve all paid the council tax!  Please be considerate of 

walkers and the residents of Panorama Drive. 

 
UPPER ROCKS 

 

 
   1 2     3     4     5/6    7         8           9 

 

1 Hanging Cave   Font 6a * 

Sit start in the cave.  Reach out for the big hold on the lip and swing wildly 

out to the arête.  Pad the drop-zone carefully. 

 

2 Moss Arête   Font 4 

The left arête from a sitting start off positive crimps.  Harder than it looks. 

 

3 Middle Wall   Font 4 

Straight up the middle from standing. 

 

4 Riser   Font 4+ 

A rising right to left traverse of the whole face.  A bit nervous in the 

middle. 
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5 Hobbit’s Revenge   Font 6a 

A difficult sit start to throw for the prominent ledge left of the arête.  Gain 

the top of the initial arête and teeter onto it to top out.  

 

 

6 Hobbit’s Meaner Revenge   Font 6b 

Eliminating the ledge makes all the moves harder. 

 

 

7 Panorama Span Wall   Font 6a+ * 

Makes full use of the whole wall!  Hang the hold on the central arête and 

take the good side pull on the right.  Pull right to the right arête.  Take the 

central side pull under the overlap and go for the false top.  Tackle the 

sloping upper wall using everything that comes to hand. 

 

 

8 Mello Bound   Font 6a+ * 

Climb the wall direct without the right arête. 

 

9 Arête   Font 6a * 

Make a powerful move to step onto the arête.  Follow it direct. 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

THE UNDER CRAG 

 

There are various boulders in the woods below the upper rocks.  Most are 

too little to warrant attention, but the following should amuse.  The most 

obvious reference point is the huge leaning boulder with a clean grey lip.  

The first problems are left, up the hill from this.  Just in front of a 

rhododendron brush there is an undercut boulder with a narrow landing 

area.  

 

 
 10       12       13 

10 Rushbrush   Font 6b 

Sit (almost lying) start.  Pinch the left edge of the bottom of the boulder, 

take a hold on the face and heel or toe hook with your right.  Try to get 

your left foot on and claw up the wall.  
 

Just down the hill towards the big leaning block is the next little boulder. 
 

11 Jungle Wall    Font 4 

Sit start avoiding the foot ledge and climb the wall using both lines of 

flakes. 

 

 

12 The Jungle is Neutral   Font 4+ 

Sit start.  Climb the creaky left flake to a longish chuck for the top. 

 

 

13 Midge Attack   Font 4+ 

Sit start off the funny pocket / jam.  Move up via the big right flake. 

 

The huge leaning wall comes next – a huge moss covered boulder with an 

exposed underside and lip: 
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        16 

14 Project - SD Climb the brittle holds to the lip.  Somehow 

surmount it. 

 

15 Project – Lip Traverse. 

 

16 Whore Bag   Font 5+ 

Sit start on two pockets.  Throw for the edge on the left and grind up. 

 

 

Move right to the next boulder with a clean face: 

 

17 Centre Line   Font 5 

Take the wall via the shallow corner.  Needs a sitting start. 

  

 

 

        17 

 

To the right of the last block, this one has an obvious traverse along it and 

a little birch growing out of its apex. 

 

18 Limbo Traverse   Font 4 

Traverse the low wall from left to right – finished right of the little birch. 

 

 

19 Under Birch   Font 4 

Climb straight to the tree from a sitting start. 

 

 

 
     18          19 

 

There is another big block showing signs of cleaning back towards 

Heber’s Gill.  


